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Abstract. The gradient flow of a Morse function on a smooth closed
manifold generates, under suitable transversality assumptions, the Morse-
Smale-Witten complex. The associated Morse homology is an invariant
for the manifold, and equals the singular homology, which yields the
classical Morse relations. In this paper we define Morse-Conley-Floer
homology, which is an analogous homology theory for isolated invariant
sets of smooth, not necessarily gradient-like, flows. We prove invariance
properties of the Morse-Conley-Floer homology, and show how it gives
rise to the Morse-Conley relations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to define an analogue of Morse homology for
isolated invariant sets of smooth, not necessarily gradient-like, flows. We
first recall how the gradient flow of a Morse gives rise to Morse homology.
1.1. Morse Homology. On a smooth, closed, m-dimensional manifold M
the Morse-Smale pairs (f, g), consisting of a smooth function f : M → R
1Thomas Rot supported by NWO grant 613.001.001.
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and a Riemannian metric g, are characterized by the property that all critical
points of f are non-degenerate and all their stable and unstable manifolds
with respect to the negative g-gradient flow intersect transversally. For a
given Morse-Smale pair (f, g), the Morse-Smale-Witten chain complex con-
sists of free abelian groups2 Ck(f) generated by the critical points of f of
index k, and boundary operators
∂k(f, g, o) : Ck(f)→ Ck−1(f),
which count the oriented intersection between stable and unstable man-
ifolds of the negative g-gradient flow of f . The Morse-Smale-Witten
complex (C∗(f), ∂∗(f, g, o)) is a chain complex and its homology is the
Morse homologyHM∗(f, g, o) of a triple (f, g, o) — called a Morse-Smale-
Witten triple —, where o is a choice of orientations of the unstable mani-
folds at the critical points of f . Between different triples (fα, gα, oα) and
(fβ, gβ, oβ) there exists canonical isomorphisms Φβα∗ : HM∗(f
α, gα, oα)→
HM∗(fβ, gβ, oβ) induced by the continuation map. This defines an inverse
system. The Morse homology of the manifold is then defined by
HM∗(M) := lim←−HM∗(f, g, o),
where the inverse limit is taken over all Morse-Smale-Witten triples
(f, g, o), with the canonical isomorphisms. A similar construction can be
carried out for non-compact manifolds, using Morse functions that satisfy a
coercivity condition, cf. [22]. For closed manifolds there exists an isomor-
phism to singular homology:
HM∗(M) ∼= H∗(M ;Z), (1)
cf. [21], [23].
The above results still apply if we consider compact manifolds with
boundary, for which df(x)ν 6= 0, for all x ∈ ∂M , where ν is an outward
pointing normal on the boundary.3 This implies that f has no critical points
on the boundary. The boundary splits as ∂M = ∂M− ∪ ∂M+, where ∂M−
2We define the Morse homology with coefficients in Z. Other coefficient fields are also
possible. We drop the coefficient group from our notation.
3The outward pointing normal is defined as ν = − ∇gh|∇gh|g , where h : M → [0,∞) is
smooth boundary defining function with h−1(0) = ∂M , and dh|∂M 6= 0.
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is the union of the components where df(x)ν < 0 and ∂M+ is the union of
the components where df(x)ν > 0. In this case the Morse homology can
be linked to the singular homology of M as follows
HM∗(M) ∼= H∗(M,∂M−;Z), (2)
cf. [15], [22]. When ∂M− = ∅, i.e. M has no boundary or df(x)ν > 0
for all x ∈ ∂M , we have HM∗(M) ∼= H∗(M ;Z). The classical Morse
relations/inequalities for Morse functions are an immediate corollary. The
isomorphism in (2) also holds in the more general setting when the bound-
ary allows points where df(x)ν = 0, with the additional requirement that
such points are ‘external tangencies’ for the negative gradient flow. The lat-
ter can also be generalized to piecewise smooth boundaries, cf. Section 7.
1.2. Morse-Conley-Floer Homology. For arbitrary flows an analogue of
Morse homology can be defined. Let M be a, not necessarily compact,
smooth m-dimensional manifold without boundary. A smooth function φ :
R×M →M is called a flow, or R-action on M if:
(i) φ(0, x) = x, for all x ∈M and
(ii) φ
(
t, φ(s, x)
)
= φ(t+ s, x), for all s, t ∈ R and x ∈M .
A smooth flow satisfies the differential equation
d
dt
φ(t, x) = X
(
φ(t, x)
)
, with X(x) =
d
dt
φ(t, x)
∣∣∣
t=0
∈ TxM,
the associated vector field of φ on M . A subset S ⊂ M is called invariant
for φ if φ(t, S) = S, for all t ∈ R. Examples of invariant sets are fixed
points and periodic orbits.
A compact neighborhood N ⊂ M is called an isolating neighborhood
for φ if Inv(N, φ) ⊂ int(N), where
Inv
(
N, φ
)
= {x ∈ N | φ(t, x) ∈ N, ∀t ∈ R},
is called the maximal invariant set in N . An invariant set S for which there
exists an isolating neighborhood N with S = Inv(N, φ), is called an iso-
lated invariant set. Note that there are many isolating neighborhoods for
an isolated invariant set S. Isolated invariant sets are compact. For analyti-
cal reasons, we need isolating neighborhoods with an appropriate manifold
structure, in the sense that boundary of such a neighborhood is piecewise
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smooth and the flow φ is transverse to the smooth components of the bound-
ary. Such isolating neighborhoods are called isolating blocks, cf. Defini-
tion 2.1. Every isolated invariant set S = Inv(N, φ) admits an isolating
block B ⊂ N . Isolating blocks are used to prove the existence of Lyapunov
functions.
A smooth Lyapunov function for an isolated invariant set S is a smooth
function fφ : M → R, such that ddt
∣∣
t=0
fφ(φ(t, x)) < 0 for x ∈ N \ S. De-
note the set of Lyapunov functions by Lyap(S, φ). This set is non-empty,
cf. Proposition 2.6. If (f, g) is a Morse-Smale pair, with f is an arbitrary
small Morse perturbation of a Lyapunov function fφ, then one can define the
Morse homology for the quadruple (f, g,N, o), for some choice of orienta-
tion o of unstable manifolds of the critical points of f in N . The Morse ho-
mology HM∗(f, g,N, o) is independent (up to canonical isomorphisms) of
the isolating block, the Lyapunov function, the Morse perturbation, the met-
ric and the chosen orientations, which leads to the definition of the Morse-
Conley-Floer homology of (S, φ) as an inverse limit
HI∗(S, φ) := lim←−HM∗(f, g,N, o).
This is also an invariant for the pair (N, φ), for any isolating neighborhood
N for S, if one takes the inverse limit over a fixed isolating neighborhood
N . The important properties of the Morse-Conley-Floer homology can be
summarized as follows:
(i) Morse-Conley-Floer homology HIk(S, φ) is of finite rank for all k
and HIk(S, φ) = 0, for all k < 0 and k > dimM .
(ii) If S = ∅ for some isolating neighborhood N , i.e. Inv(N, φ) = ∅,
then HI∗(S, φ) ∼= 0. Thus HI∗(S, φ) 6= 0 implies that S 6= ∅,
which is an important tool for finding non-trivial isolated invariant
sets.
(iii) The Morse-Conley-Floer homology satisfies a global continuation
principle. If isolated invariant sets (S0, φ0) and (S1, φ1) are related
by continuation, see Definition 5.4, then
HI∗(S0, φ0) ∼= HI∗(S1, φ1). (3)
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This allows for the computation of the Morse-Conley-Floer homol-
ogy in non-trivial examples.
(iv) Let {Si}i∈I , indexed by a finite poset (I,≤), be a Morse decompo-
sition for S, see Definition 6.1. The sets Si are Morse sets and are
isolated invariant sets by definition. Then,∑
i∈I
Pt(Si, φ) = Pt(S, φ) + (1 + t)Qt. (4)
where Pt(S, φ) is the Poincare´ polynomial of HI∗(S, φ), and Qt
is a polynomial with non-negative coefficients. These relations
are called the Morse-Conley relations and generalize the classical
Morse relations for gradient flows.
(v) Let S be an isolated invariant set for φ and let B be an isolating
block for S, see Definition 2.1. Then
HI∗(S, φ) ∼= H∗(B,B−;Z), (5)
where B− = {x ∈ ∂B | X(x) is outward pointing}4 and is called
the ‘exit set’.
Note that in the case that φ is the gradient flow of a Morse function on a
compact manifold, then Property (v) recovers the results of Morse homol-
ogy, by setting S = M . Property (v) also justifies the terminology Morse-
Conley-Floer homology, since the construction uses Morse/Floer homology
and recovers the classical homological Conley index. In the subsequent sec-
tions we construct the Morse-Conley-Floer homology and prove the above
properties.
1.3. Functoriality. We recall the functorial behavior of Morse homology.
Let (fα, gα, oα) and (fβ, gβ, oβ) be Morse-Smale-Witten triples on closed
manifolds Mα and Mβ . Under suitable transversality assumptions, cf. [2],
[15], a smooth function hβα : Mα →Mβ induces a map
hβαk : Ck(f
α)→ Ck(fβ),
4A vectorX(x) is outward pointing at a point x ∈ ∂B ifX(x)h < 0, where the function
h : B → [0,∞) is any boundary defining function for B−. An equivalent characterization
is g(X(x), ν(x)) > 0, where ν is the outward pointing g-normal vector field onB−. These
conditions do not depend on h nor g.
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by counting intersections points in W u(x) ∩ (hβα)−1(W s(y)), where x and
y are critical points of index k of fα and fβ . The induced map is a chain
map which commutes with the canonical isomorphisms, and hence induces
a map hβα∗ : HM∗(M
α)→ HM∗(Mβ) between the Morse homologies. On
the homology level the induced map is functorial.
For Morse-Conley-Floer homology one expects a similar statement. Let
φα and φβ be flows on Mα and Mβ respectively, and assume that hβα :
Mα → Mβ is a flow map, i.e. it is equivariant with respect to the flows φα
and φβ . Let Nβ be an isolating neighborhood for the isolated invariant set
Sβ of the flow φβ , then it follows that Nα = (hβα)−1(Nβ) is an isolating
neighborhood for Sα = (hβα)−1(Sβ) of φα. As before we expect an induced
map
hβα∗ : HI∗(S
α, φα)→ HI∗(Sβ, φβ),
by counting intersections which behaves functorially. The details of this
will be taken up in a sequel, and we expect we can apply the functoriality
to prove a fixed point theorem similar to the fixed point theorem established
in [16].
1.4. Generalizations. Morse homological tools were used in [12] to study
two types of degenerate gradient systems: Morse-Bott functions, as well
as functions with degenerate but isolated critical points. Morse-Conley-
Floer homology also gives these results, but more types of degeneracies are
admissible.
Another important point to make is that the ideas explained in this paper
will be exploited in order to develop a Conley type index theory for flows on
infinite dimensional spaces as well as indefinite elliptic equations. In [19]
Lyapunov functions are used to construct gradient vector fields that allow
computation of the Conley Index through continuation. Our approach is to
avoid the Conley index, but to emphasize the intrinsically defined index,
which is better behaved infinite dimensional settings. The objective is to
generalize to arbitrary flows in infinite dimensions as well as extensions of
Floer homology beyond gradient systems. Morse homology is an intrinsi-
cally defined invariant for M , which is isomorphic to the homology of M ,
and analogously Morse-Conley-Floer homology is an intrinsically defined
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invariant for isolated invariant sets of flows, which is in the finite dimen-
sional case isomorphic to the Conley index. Especially with respect to our
long term goal of developing Conley index type invariants for strongly in-
definite flows, the Morse-Conley-Floer homology approach can be used to
define such invariants, by establishing appropriate Lyapunov functions.
In a series of papers M. Izydorek [10, 11] developed a Conley index
approach for strongly indefinite flows based on Galerkin approximations
and a novel cohomology theory based on spectra. Using the analogues of
index pairs he established a cohomological Conley for strongly indefinite
systems.
This paper develops an intrinsic approach towards Conley index in the fi-
nite dimensional setting. An important application is to adopt this approach
in order to develop an intrinsic Conley index for strongly indefinite flows,
but more importantly to strongly indefinite elliptic problems. In the latter
case an appropriate flow on an ambient space does not exist and index pairs
can not be defined, cf. [18], which makes it unsuitable for the approach in
[10, 11]. This infinite dimensional approach using Lyapunov functions will
be the subject of further research.
2. ISOLATING BLOCKS AND LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
In this section we discuss the existence of isolating blocks and Lyapunov
functions.
2.1. Isolating blocks. Isolated invariant sets admit isolating neighbor-
hoods with piecewise smooth boundaries known as isolating blocks.
Definition 2.1. An isolating neighborhood B ⊂M for φ is called a smooth
isolating block if B is a compact m-dimensional submanifold with piece-
wise smooth boundary ∂B and the boundary satisfies the following require-
ments:
(i) the boundary decomposes as ∂B = B+∪B−∪B±, withB+∩B− =
B± and B− \B±, B+ \B± (when non-empty) are smooth (m− 1)-
dimensional submanifolds of M ;
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D+ D+
D−
D−
S
B
B+
B−
B+
B−
FIGURE 1. An isolating blockB for an isolated invariant set
S. The boundary of B decomposes into ∂B = B+ ∪ B− ∪
B±. Here B± = B+ ∩B− consists of the four corner points.
(ii) there exist open smooth (m−1)-dimensional submanifoldsD−, D+
such that B+ ⊂ D+, B− ⊂ D− and D− ∩D+ = B± is a (m − 2)-
dimensional submanifold (when non-empty);
(iii) The flow is transverse toD±, i.e. φ t D±, and for any x ∈ D± there
exists an  > 0 such that φ(I± , x) ∩ B = ∅, where I− = (0, ) and
I+ = (−, 0).
The setsB−\B± andB+\B± are also called egress and ingress respectively
and are characterized by the property that X · ν > 0 on B− \ B± and
X · ν < 0 on B+ \ B±, where ν is the outward pointing g-normal vector
field on ∂B \B±.
Remark 2.2. In [25], Wilson and Yorke call this concept an isolating block
with corners. For the sake of brevity we will refer to such isolating neigh-
borhoods as (smooth) isolating blocks.
All isolated invariant sets admit isolating blocks.
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Proposition 2.3 (Wilson-Yorke [25]). For any isolating neighborhoodN ⊂
M of S, there exists a smooth isolating blockB ⊂ N , such that Inv(B, φ) =
Inv(N, φ) = S.
2.2. Lyapunov functions. The existence of isolating blocks implies the
existence of global Lyapunov functions with special properties with respect
to isolated invariant sets.
Definition 2.4. A smooth Lyapunov function for (S, φ) is a smooth function
fφ : M → R satisfying the properties:
(i) fφ
∣∣
S
= constant;
(ii) d
dt
∣∣
t=0
f
(
φ(t, x)
)
< 0 for all x ∈ N \ S, for some isolating neigh-
borhood N for S.5
The set of smooth Lyapunov functions for S is denoted by Lyap(S, φ).
In the subsequent arguments we will always assume that the gradient
of f defines a global flow. All arguments in the subsequent sections only
care about the behavior of f inside N . Without loss of generality we can
take f to be constant outside a neighborhood of N . This does not affect
the Lyapunov property of f , and it ensures that any gradient of f defines a
global flow. If M is closed the gradient of f always defines a global flow.
The set of smooth Lyapunov functions is non-empty, cf. Proposition 2.6,
and also convex in the following sense.
Lemma 2.5. Let fαφ , f
β
φ : M → R be Lyapunov functions for S. Then,
(i) for all λ ∈ R and all µ ∈ R+, it holds that λ+ µfαφ ∈ Lyap(S, φ);
(ii) for all λ, µ ∈ R+, it holds that fγφ = λfαφ + µfβφ ∈ Lyap(S, φ).
Proof. The first property is immediate. For the second property we observe
that Nγ = Nα ∩Nβ is an isolating neighborhood for S and
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
fγφ
(
φ(t, x)
)
= λ
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
fαφ
(
φ(t, x)
)
+ µ
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
fβφ
(
φ(t, x)
)
< 0,
for all x ∈ Nγ \ S. 
5Property (ii) will also be referred to as the Lyapunov property with respect to an isolat-
ing neighborhood N for S.
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S
B
B+
B−
B+
B−
B† B†
U
V
V
FIGURE 2. The isolating block B of S is slightly enlarged
using the flow φ to the manifold with piecewise smooth
boundary B†.
The next result is an adaption of Lyapunov functions to smooth Lyapunov
functions as described in [20] and [25], which as a consequence shows that
the set Lyap(S, φ) is non-empty. The following proposition is a modifica-
tion of a result in [20].
Proposition 2.6. Let S ⊂ M be an isolated invariant set for φ and B ⊂
M a smooth isolating block for S. Then, there exists a smooth Lyapunov
function fφ : M → R for S, such that the Lyapunov property of fφ holds
with respect to B.
Proof. Consider the following manifold B† with piecewise smooth bound-
ary, defined by
B† = φ
(
[−3τ, 3τ ], B) ⊂M,
for τ > 0 sufficiently small. By construction Inv(B†, φ) = S, cf. Figure 2.
Choose a smooth cut-off function6 ζ : B† → [0, 1] such that
ζ−1(1) = B and ζ−1(0) = φ([2τ, 3τ ], B−) ∪ φ([−3τ,−2τ ], B+)
and define the vector field X† = ζX on B†. The flow generated by the
vector field X† is denoted by φ† and φ†|B = φ.
6See [25], Thm. 1.8, for a proof of the existence.
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For the flow φ† : R × B† → B† we identify the following attracting
neighborhoods7
U = φ([0, 3τ ], B) and V = φ([τ, 3τ ], B−),
for the flow φ† on B†. This yields the attractors AU = ω(U) and AV =
ω(V ) for φ† in B†. Following the theory of attractor-repeller pairs8 (cf.
[13, 14], [20]) the dual repellers in B† are given by A∗U = α(W ) and A
∗
V =
α(Z), where W and Z are given by
W = B† \ U = φ([−3τ, 0), B+) and Z = B† \ V = φ([−3τ, τ), B).
By the theory of Morse decompositions (cf. [13], [20]) we have
S = AU ∩ A∗V ,
cf. Figure 3. By Proposition 1.4 in [20] we obtain Lyapunov functions
fAU and fAV which are smooth on B
† \ (AU ∪ A∗U) and B† \ (AV ∪ A∗V )
respectively. They satisfy d
dt
fAU
(
φ(t, x)
)
< 0 for all x ∈ B† \ (AU ∪ A∗U),
and f−1AU (0) = AU , and f
−1
AU
(1) = A∗U , and the same for fAV .
Define
fφ = λfAU + µfAV , λ, µ > 0.
Clearly, fφ
∣∣
S
= constant and d
dt
fφ
(
φ(t, x)
)
< 0 for all x ∈ B \ S and all
times t > 0. We extend fφ to a smooth function on M . 
3. GRADIENT FLOWS, MORSE FUNCTIONS AND MORSE-SMALE FLOWS
The gradient flow of a Lyapunov function fφ for (S, φ) gives information
about the set S.
7A compact neighborhood N ⊂ M is attracting if φ(t,N) ⊂ int(N) for all t > 0.
Similarly, a compact neighborhood is repelling if φ(t,N) ⊂ int(N) for all t < 0.
8A set A ⊂ M is an attractor for a flow φ if there exits a neighborhood U of A such
that A = ω(U). The associated dual repeller is given by A∗ = α(M \ U). The pair
(A,A∗) is called an attractor-repeller pair for φ. The pairs (∅,M) and (M,∅) are trivial
attractor-repeller pairs.
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S
B† AU
AU
A∗V A∗V
FIGURE 3. An illustration of the fact that S = AU ∩ A∗V .
3.1. Gradient flows. Let g be a Riemannian metric on M and consider
the (negative) g-gradient flow equation x′ = −∇gfφ(x), where ∇gfφ is the
gradient of fφ with respect to the Riemannian metric g. The differential
equation generates a global flow ψ(fφ,g) : R×M →M by assumption. We
say that ψ(fφ,g) is the gradient flow of the pair (fφ, g) for short. The set of
critical points of fφ is denoted by
Crit(fφ) = {x ∈M | dfφ(x) = 0}.
Lemma 3.1. Crit(fφ) ∩N ⊂ S.
Proof. Because fφ is a Lyapunov function for φ we have
dfφ(x)X(x) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
fφ
(
φ(t, x)
)
< 0,
for all x ∈ N \ S. This implies that dfφ(x) 6= 0 for x ∈ N \ S and thus
Crit(fφ) ∩N ⊂ S. 
Remark 3.2. The reversed inclusion is not true in general. The flow φ on
M = R, generated by the equation x′ = x2
1+x2
, has an equilibrium at 0 and
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S = {0} is an isolated invariant set. The function x 7→ −x is a Lyapunov
function for this flow without any critical points.
By construction N is an isolating neighborhood for φ, but it is also an
isolating neighborhood for the gradient flow ψ(fφ,g).
Lemma 3.3. For any choice of metric g, the set N ⊂ M is an isolating
neighborhood for ψ(fφ,g) and S(fφ,g) = Inv(N,ψ(fφ,g)) = Crit(fφ)∩N ⊂ S.
Proof. Let x ∈ Inv(N,ψ(fφ,g)) and let γx = ψ(fφ,g)(R, x) be the orbit
through x, which is bounded since γx ⊂ N , and N is compact. For the
gradient flow ψ(fφ,g) the following identity holds:
d
dt
fφ
(
ψ(fφ,g)(t, x)
)
= −|∇gfφ
(
ψ(fφ,g)(t, x)
)|2g ≤ 0, (6)
and the function t 7→ fφ
(
ψ(fφ,g)(t, x)
)
is decreasing and bounded. The latter
implies that fφ
(
ψ(fφ,g)(t, x)
) → c± as t → ±∞. For any point y ∈ ω(x)
there exist times tn →∞ such that limn→∞ ψ(fφ,g)(tn, x) = y, and hence
fφ(y) = fφ
(
lim
n→∞
ψ(fφ,g)(tn, x)
)
= lim
n→∞
fφ(ψ(fφ,g)(tn, x)) = c+.
Suppose y 6∈ Crit(fφ)∩N , then for any τ > 0, we have fφ
(
ψ(fφ,g)(τ, y)
)
<
c+, since dfφ(y) 6= 0 and thus ddtfφ
(
ψ(fφ,g)(t, y)
)∣∣
t=0
< 0. On the
other hand, by continuity and the group property, ψ(fφ,g)(tn + τ, x) →
ψ(fφ,g)(τ, y), which implies
c+ = lim
n→∞
fφ
(
ψ(fφ,g)(tn + τ, x0)
)
= fφ
(
ψ(fφ,g)(τ, y)
)
< c+,
a contradiction. Thus the limit points are contained in Crit(fφ) ∩ N . The
same argument holds for points y ∈ α(x). This proves that ω(x), α(x) ⊂
Crit(fφ) ∩ N ⊂ S for all x ∈ Inv(N,ψ(fφ,g)). Since fφ is constant on S it
follows that c+ = c− = c and thus fφ
(
ψ(fφ,g)(t, x)
)
= c for all t ∈ R, i.e.
fφ
∣∣
γx
= c. Suppose x 6∈ Crit(fφ)∩N , then dfφ(x) 6= 0. Using Equation (6)
at t = 0 yields a contradiction due to the fact that fφ is constant along γx.
Therefore Inv(N,ψ(fφ,g)) ⊂ Crit(fφ) ∩ N ⊂ S. This completes the proof
since Crit(fφ) ∩N ⊂ Inv(N,ψ(fφ,g)). 
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3.2. Morse functions. A smooth function f : M → R is called Morse on
N if Crit(f)∩N ⊂ int(N) and Crit(f)∩N consists of only non-degenerate
critical points.
Then the local stable and unstable manifolds of a critical point x ∈
Crit(f) ∩ N , with respect to the gradient flow ψ(f,g), defined by x′ =
−∇gf(x), are given by
W sloc(x;N) = {z ∈M |ψ(f,g)(t, z) ∈ N,∀t ≥ 0, lim
t→∞
ψ(f,g)(t, z) = x},
W uloc(x;N) = {z ∈M |ψ(f,g)(t, z) ∈ N,∀t ≤ 0, lim
t→−∞
ψ(f,g)(t, z) = x}.
The sets W s(x) and W u(x) are the global stable and unstable manifolds
respectively, which are defined without the restriction of points in N . We
will write S(f,g) = Inv(N,ψ(f,g)) for the maximal invariant set of ψ(f,g)
inside N .
Lemma 3.4. Suppose f is Morse on N , then the maximal invariant set in
N of the gradient flow ψ(f,g) is characterized by
S(f,g) =
⋃
x,y∈Crit(f)∩N
W uloc(x;N) ∩W sloc(y;N). (7)
Proof. If z ∈ W uloc(x;N) ∩W sloc(y;N) for some x, y ∈ Crit(f) ∩ N , then
by definition, ψ(f,g)(t, z) ∈ N for all t ∈ R, and hence z ∈ S(f,g) which
shows that W uloc(x;N) ∩ W sloc(y;N) ⊂ S(f,g). Conversely, if z ∈ S(f,g),
then ψ(f,g)(t, z) ∈ S(f,g) ⊂ N for all t ∈ R, i.e. γz ⊂ N . By the the
same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 the limits limt→±∞ ψt(z)
exist and are critical points of f contained in S(f,g) (compactness of S(f,g)).
Therefore, z ∈ W uloc(x;N) ∩ W sloc(y;N), for some x, y ∈ Crit(f) ∩ N
which implies that S(f,g) ⊂
⋃
x,y∈Crit(f)∩N W
u
loc(x;N) ∩W sloc(y;N)). 
3.3. Morse-Smale flows and isolated homotopies. Additional structure
on the set of connecting orbits is achieved by the Morse-Smale property.
Definition 3.5. A gradient flow ψ(f,g) is called Morse-Smale on N if
(i) S(f,g) ⊂ int(N);
(ii) f is Morse on N , i.e. critical points in N are non-degenerate;
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(iii) W uloc(x;N) t W sloc(y;N)9, for all x, y ∈ Crit(f) ∩N .
In this setting the pair (f, g) is called a Morse-Smale pair on N .
Remark 3.6. In general Lyapunov functions are not Morse. We want to
perturb the Lyapunov function to obtain a Morse-Smale pair, which we will
use to define invariants. Not all Morse-Smale pairs are suitable for the
construction of invariants as the following example shows. Let φ(t, x) =
xet be a flow on M = R and let N = [−1, 1] be a isolating block for φ,
with S = Inv(N, φ) = {0}. The function fφ(x) = −14x4 is a Lyapunov for
(S, φ). Let g be the standard inner product on R, then the function f(x) =
1
2
x2 yields a Morse-Smale flow ψ(f,g)(t, x) = xe−t via x′ = −f ′(x) = −x
and thus (f, g) is a Morse-Smale pair on N . The flow ψ(f,g) obviously
displays the wrong dynamical behavior. The reason is that one cannot find
a homotopy between fφ and f which preserves isolation with respect to N .
This motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.7. Let ψ(h,e) be the gradient flow of hwith respect to the metric
e, with the property that S(h,e) ⊂ int(N). A Morse-Smale pair (f, g) onN is
isolated homotopic to (h, e) if there exists a smooth homotopy (fλ, gλ)λ∈[0,1]
between (f, g) and (h, e) such that S(fλ,gλ) ⊂ int(N) for all λ ∈ [0, 1].10
The set of such Morse-Smale pairs is denoted by IMS(h, e;N).
Isolation is well behaved under perturbation, cf. [6].
Proposition 3.8. The set of flows preserving isolation of N is open in the
compact-open topology.
Proof. Let φ be a flow with isolating neighborhood N . Isolation implies
that for all p ∈ ∂N there exists a t ∈ R such that φ(t, p) ∈ M \ N . By
continuity there exist compact neighborhoods Up 3 p and It 3 t such that
φ(It, Up) ∈M \N . The compactness of ∂N implies that a finite number of
neighborhoods Upi cover ∂N . Now we have that
φ ∈
⋂
i
{ψ ∈ C(R×M,M) |ψ(Iti , Upi) ⊂M \N},
9The symbol t indicates that the intersection is transverse in the following sense. For
each p ∈Wuloc(x;N) ∩W sloc(y;N), we have that TpWu(x) + TpW s(y) = TpM .
10The flows ψ(fλ,gλ) are generated by the equations x′ = −∇gλfλ(x).
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and all flows in this open set are isolating. 
The following proposition shows that the set of isolated homotopies
IMS(h, e;N) is not empty.
Proposition 3.9. Let ψ(h,e) be a gradient flow of (h, e), with the property
that S(h,e) ⊂ int(N). Then, for each f sufficiently C2-close to f , such
that (f, e) is a Morse-Smale pair on N , then (f, e) is isolated homotopic to
(h, e). Consequently, IMS(h, e;N) ∩ {(f, e) | ‖f − h‖C2 < } 6= ∅ for
every  > 0.
Proof. The existence of a smooth functions f for which the Morse-Smale
property holds for −∇gf , with g = e, follows from the results in [3]. Since
N is an isolating neighborhood for ψ(h,e), a sufficiently C2-small perturba-
tion f of h implies that ∇gf is C1-close to the vector field ∇eh. Now C1-
vector fields define (local) flows, and the set of flows preserves isolation is
open, by Proposition 3.8. Consequently, S(f,g) = Inv(N,ψ(f,g)) ⊂ int(N).
If the C2-perturbation is small enough there is a path connecting (f, g) and
(h, e) preserving isolation, which proves that (f, g) ∈ IMS(h, e;N). 
Remark 3.10. In [3] it is proved that the set of smooth functions on a com-
pact manifold is a Baire space. This can be used to strengthen the statement
in Proposition 3.9 as follows: the set of smooth functions in a sufficiently
small C2-neighborhood of a Morse function on N is a Baire space.
Remark 3.11. In [23] is it proved that any gradient vector field −∇eh
can approximated sufficiently C1-close by −∇gf , such the associated flow
ψ(f,g) is Morse-Smale on N , cf. [24]. If h is Morse one can find a perturba-
tion g of the metric e such that the flow ψ(h,g) is Morse-Smale, cf. [1].
From Lemma 3.3 it follows that for any Lyapunov function fφ for (S, φ)
any flow ψ(fφ,g), N is an isolating block with Inv(N,ψ(fφ,g)) ⊂ S. The
choice of metric does not play a role and provides freedom in choosing
isolated homotopies:
IMS(h;N) =
⋃
e
IMS(h, e;N),
which represents the set of Morse-Smale pairs (f, g) which is isolated ho-
motopic to (h, e), for some Riemannian metric e on M .
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Corollary 3.12. Given a Lyapunov function fφ ∈ Lyap(S, ψ), then there
exists a Morse-Smale pair (f, g) ∈ IMS(fφ;N) on N with f arbitrary
C2-close to fφ.
Proof. If fφ ∈ Lyap(S, φ) is a Lyapunov function for (S, φ), then for
the gradient flow ψ(fφ,g) it holds that S(fφ,g) = Inv(N,ψ) = Crit(fφ) ∩
N ⊂ S ⊂ int(N), with g arbitrary, and thus by Proposition 3.9 there
exist a Morse-Smale pair (f, g), close to (fφ, g), such that S(f,g) =
Inv(N,ψ(f,g)) ⊂ int(N) and (f, g) is isolated homotopic to (fφ, g).

4. MORSE HOMOLOGY
From Lemma 3.3 it follows thatN is a isolating neighborhood for the gra-
dient flow ψ(fφ,g), for any Lyapunov function fφ ∈ Lyap(S, φ), regardless
of the chosen metric g. Corollary 3.12 implies that there exists sufficiently
C2-close smooth function f , such that (f, g) is a Morse-Smale pair on N
and (f, g) is isolated homotopic to (fφ, g), i.e. (f, g) ∈ IMS(fφ;N).
4.1. Morse homology. We follow the treatment of Morse homology given
in [24], applied to a Morse-Smale pair (f, g) ∈ IMS(fφ;N). Define the
moduli space by
WN(x, y) = W
u
loc(x;N) ∩W sloc(y;N). (8)
By Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 3.12
S(f,g) = Inv(N,ψ(f,g)) =
⋃
x,y∈Crit(f)∩N
WN(x, y) ⊂ int(N),
and thus WN(x, y) ⊂ int(N) for all x, y ∈ Crit(f) ∩ N . The quotient
MN(x, y) = WN(x, y)/R, which can be identified withWN(x, y)∩f−1(a),
with a ∈ (f(y), f(x)).
The ‘full’ moduli spaces are given by W (x, y) = W u(x) ∩ W s(x).
A connected component of W (x, y) which intersects WN(x, y) is com-
pletely contained in WN(x, y). Since ψ(f,g) is Morse-Smale on N the
sets MN(x, y) are smooth submanifolds (without boundary) of dimension
dimMN(x, y) = indf (x)− indf (y)− 1, where indf is the Morse index of
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x, cf. [24]. The submanifolds MN(x, y) can be compactified by adjoining
broken flow lines.
If indf (x) = indf (y) + 1, then MN(x, y) is a zero-dimensional manifold
without boundary, and since ψ(f,g) is Morse-Smale and N is compact, the
set MN(x, y) is a finite point set, cf. [24]. If indf (x) = indf (y) + 2, then
MN(x, y) is a disjoint union of copies of S1 or (0, 1).
The non-compactness in the components diffeomorphic to (0, 1) can be
described as follows, see also Figure 4. Identify MN(x, y) with WN(x, y)∩
f−1(a) (as before) and let uk ∈ MN(x, y) be a sequence without any
convergent subsequences. Then, there exist a critical z ∈ Crit(f) ∩ N ,
with f(y) < f(z) < f(x), reals a1, a2, with f(z) < a1 < f(x) and
f(y) < a2 < f(z), and times t1k and t
2
k, such that f(ψ(f,g)(t
1
k, uk)) = a
1
and f(ψ(f,g)(t2k, uk)) = a
2, such that
ψ(f,g)(t
1
k, uk)→ v ∈ WN(x, z) ∩ f−1(a1), and
ψ(f,g)(t
2
k, uk)→ w ∈ WN(z, y) ∩ f−1(a2).
We say that the non-compactness is represented by concatenations of two
trajectories x → z and z → y with indf (z) = indf (x) − 1. We write that
uk → (v, w) — geometric convergence —, and (v, w) is a broken trajectory.
The following proposition adjusts Theorem 3.9 in [24].
Lemma 4.1 (Restricted transitivity). Suppose x, y, z ∈ Crit(f) ∩ N with
indf (x) = indf (z) + 1 and indf (z) = indf (y) + 1. Then there exist the
(restricted) gluing embedding
#ρ : R+ ×MN(x, z)×MN(z, y)→MN(x, y), (ρ, v, w) 7→ v#ρw,
such that v#ρw → (v, w) in the geometric sense. Moreover, no sequences
in MN(x, y) \ v#R+w geometrically converge to (v, w).
Proof. The flow ψ(f,g) is well-defined on M . In Morse homology we have
the restricted gluing embedding
#ρ : R+ ×MN(x, z)×MN(z, y)→M(x, y),
which maps a triple (ρ, v, w) to an element v#ρw ∈ M(x, y), cf. [5], [22],
[24]. The geometric convergence v#ρw → (v, w), as ρ→∞, implies that
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x
y
z
w
v
f−1(a1)
f−1(a)
f−1(a2)
uk
ψ(f,g)(t
1
k, uk)
ψ(f,g)(t
2
k, uk)
FIGURE 4. The sequence uk converges to the broken orbit
(v, w) as it approaches the end of the moduli space.
γρ = ψ(f,g)(R, v#ρw) gets arbitrary close to the images of ψ(f,g)(R, v) and
ψ(f,g)(R, w). Since ψ(f,g)(R, v) ⊂ int(N) and ψ(f,g)(R, w) ⊂ int(N) we
obtain orbits γρ ⊂ int(N) for ρ sufficiently large. This yields the embed-
ding into MN(x, z). 
Following the construction of Morse homology in [24] (see also [9], [22])
we choose orientations of the unstable manifolds W uloc(x;N), for all x ∈
Crit(f)∩N , and denote this choice by o. Define chain groups and boundary
operators
Ck(f,N) =
⊕
x∈Crit(f)∩N
indf (x)=k
Z〈x〉,
∂k(f, g,N, o) : Ck(f,N)→ Ck−1(f,N),
where
∂k(f, g,N, o)〈x〉 =
∑
y∈Crit(f)∩N
indf (y)=k−1
nN(x, y)〈y〉,
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and nN(x, y) is the oriented intersection number of W uloc(x;N) ∩ f−1(a)
and W sloc(y;N) ∩ f−1(a) with respect to o.11
The isolation of S(f,g) in N has strong implications for the boundary op-
erator ∂(f, g,N, o).
Lemma 4.2. ∂2(f, g,N, o) = 0.
Proof. Restricted transitivity in Proposition 4.1 implies that all ends of the
components MN(x, y) that are diffeomorphic to (0, 1), are different and lie
in N . The gluing map also implies that all broken trajectories in N occur as
unique ends of components of MN(x, y). By the same counting procedure
as in [24] we obtain ∂2(f, g,N, o) = 0. 
Definition 4.3. A quadruple Q = (f, g,N, o) is called a Morse-Conley-
Floer quadruple for (S, φ) if
(i) N is an isolating neighborhood for S, i.e. S = Inv(N, φ);
(ii) (f, g) ∈ IMS(fφ;N), for a Lyapunov function fφ ∈ Lyap(S, φ);
(iii) o is choice of orientations of the unstable manifolds of the critical
points of f in N .
By Proposition 4.2
(
C∗(f,N), ∂∗(f, g,N, o)
)
is a chain complex and the
the Morse homology of the quadruple Q = (f, g,N, o) is now defined as
HM∗(Q) := H∗(C∗(f,N), ∂∗(f, g,N, o)).
4.2. Independence of Lyapunov functions and perturbations. The next
step is to show that HM∗(Q) is independent of the choice of Lyapunov
function, metric and orientation, as well as the choice of perturbation f . In
Section 4.3 we show that the homology is also independent of the isolating
neighborhood N .
Theorem 4.4. Let Qα = (fα, gα, Nα, oα) and Qβ = (fβ, gβ, Nβ, oβ) be
Morse-Conley-Floer quadruples for (S, φ), with the same isolating neigh-
borhood N = Nα = Nβ . Then, there exist canonical isomorphisms
Φβα∗ : HM∗(Qα)
∼=−→ HM∗(Qβ).
11Over Z2 the intersection number is given by the number of elements in MN (x, y)
modulo 2.
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The proof essentially follows the continuation theorem for Floer homol-
ogy as given in [9]. We sketch a proof based on the same arguments in
[8] and [22] and the dynamical systems approach in [24]. The idea of the
proof of this proposition is to construct higher dimensional systems which
contain the complexes generated by both quadruples. The fundamental re-
lation ∂2 = 0 on the higher dimensional systems induces a map between
the Morse homologies, which is then used to construct an isomorphism be-
tween the homologies of both quadruples.
Fix a metric g on M . By assumption there are Lyapunov functions
fαφ , f
β
φ ∈ Lyap(S, φ) defined on the same isolating block N and Morse-
Smale pairs (fα, gα) ∈ IMS(fαφ ;N) and (fβ, gβ) ∈ IMS(fβφ ;N). This
implies that there exists a homotopy (fαλ , g
α
λ ) between (f
α, gα) and (fαφ , g),
and similarly there exists a homotopy (fβλ , g
β
λ) between (f
β, gβ) and (fβφ , g).
By Proposition 2.5 the functions
fφ, λ = (1− λ)fαφ + λfβφ ,
are Lyapunov functions for (S, φ). Since fφ,λ ∈ Lyap(S, φ), for all λ ∈
[0, 1], it follows by Lemma 3.3 that Inv(N,ψ(fφ,λ,g)) = Crit(fφ,λ)∩N ⊂ S,
where ψ(fφ,λ,g) is the gradient flow of (fφ,λ, g), and thus N is an isolating
neighborhood for all ψ(fφ,λ,g). We concatenate the homotopies and define
fλ =

fα3λ for λ ∈ [0, 13 ],
fφ,3λ−1 for λ ∈ [13 , 23 ],
fβ3−3λ for λ ∈ [23 , 1],
which is a piecewise smooth homotopy between fα and fβ . Similarly define
gλ =

gα3λ for λ ∈ [0, 13 ],
g for λ ∈ [1
3
, 2
3
],
gβ3−3λ for λ ∈ [23 , 1],
which is a piecewise smooth homotopy of metric between gα and gβ . Both
homotopies can be reparameterized to smooth homotopies via a diffeomor-
phism λ 7→ α(λ), with α′(λ) ≥ 0 and α(k)(λ) = 0 for λ = 1
3
, 2
3
and for
all k ≥ 1. We denote the reparameterized homotopy again by (fλ, gλ). The
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homotopies fit into the diagram
(fα, gα)
(fλ,gλ)
//
(fαλ ,g
α
λ )

(fβ, gβ)
(fβλ ,g
β
λ)

(fαφ , g)
(fφ,λ,g)
// (fβφ , g)
The flow of (fλ, gλ) is denoted by ψ(fλ,gλ). By assumption and construc-
tion Inv(N,ψ(fλ,gλ)) ⊂ int(N) for all λ ∈ [0, 1] and therefore (fα, gα) ∈
IMS(fβ, gβ;N) and vice versa. Note that fλ is not necessarily Morse for
each λ ∈ (0, 1). At λ = 0, 1 the flows ψ(fλ,gλ) are Morse-Smale flows on N
by assumption.
Let r > 0 and 0 < δ < 1
4
, and define the function F : M × S1 → R
F (x, µ) = fω(µ)(x) + r
[
1 + cos(piµ)
]
, (9)
where ω : R→ [0, 1] is a smooth, even, 2-periodic function with the follow-
ing properties on the interval [−1, 1]: ω(µ) = 0, for−δ < µ < δ, ω(µ) = 1,
for −1 < δ < −1 + δ and 1− δ < µ < 1, and ω′(µ) < 0 on (−1 + δ,−δ)
and ω′(µ) > 0 on (δ, 1− δ). By the identifying S1 with R/2Z, the function
ω descents to a function on S1, which is denoted by the same symbol. We
consider the product metric G× on M × S1 defined by
G×(x,µ) = (gω(µ))x ⊕
1
κ
dµ2, κ > 0.
For the proof of the theorem it would suffice to take κ = 1. However, in
the proof of Proposition 5.3 we do need the parameter κ. In order to use the
current proof ad verbatim, we introduce the parameter.
Lemma 4.5. If
r >
maxµ∈S1,x∈N |ω′(µ)
[
∂λfλ(x)
∣∣
λ=ω(µ)
]
|
pi sin(piδ)
,
then for each critical point (x, µ) ∈ Crit(F ) ∩ (N × S1), either µ = 0
and indF (x, 0) = indfα(x) + 1, or µ = 1 and indF (x, 1) = indfβ(x). In
particular, F is a Morse function on N × S1 and
Ck(F,N × S1) ∼= Ck−1(fα, N)⊕ Ck(fβ, N). (10)
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N × [− δ
2
, 1 + δ
2
]
fα f
β
FIGURE 5. The continuation map Φβα∗ : HM∗(Qα) →
HM∗(Qβ) is induced by a higher dimensional gradient sys-
tem with Morse function of Equation (9).
Proof. The G-gradient vector field of F on M × S1 is given by
∇G×F (x, µ) =
∇gω(µ)fω(µ)(x) + κ
(
ω′(µ)
[
∂λfλ(x)
∣∣
λ=ω(µ)
]− rpi sin(piµ))∂µ.
by the choice on r the second term is only zero on B × S1 if µ = 0, 1.
Then the critical points at µ = 0 correspond to critical points of fα, but
there is one extra unstable direction, corresponding to ∂µ. At µ = 1 the
critical points come from critical points of fβ , and there is one extra stable
direction, which does not contribute to the Morse index. 
This outlines the construction of the higher dimensional system. From
now on we assume r specified as above.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Consider the negative gradient flow Ψ×κ : R ×M ×
S1 → M × S1 is generated by the vector field −∇G×F , cf. Figure 5. For
κ = 0 the flow Ψ×0 is a product flow and N × S1 is an isolating neighbor-
hood for {(x, λ) | x ∈ S(fλ,gλ)}. Since isolation is preserved under small
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perturbations,N×S1 is also an isolating neighborhood for Ψ×κ , for all κ > 0
sufficiently small. Note that C = N × [−δ
2
, 1 + δ
2
] is also an isolating neigh-
borhood of the gradient flow Ψ×κ . The flow Ψ
× is not Morse-Smale on C,
but since F is Morse, a small perturbation G of the product metric G×,
makes (F,G) a Morse-Smale pair and therefore the associated negative G-
gradient flow Ψ is Morse-Smale, without destroying the isolation property
of C. The connections at µ = 0 and µ = 1 are stable, because these are
Morse-Smale for κ = 0. This implies that we can still denote the boundary
operators at µ = 0, 1 by ∂α = ∂(fα, gα, N, oα) and ∂β = ∂(fβ, gβ, N, oβ)
respectively, since the perturbed metric at the end point do not change the
connections and their oriented intersection numbers. We now choose the
following orientation
O = ([∂µ]⊕ o0) ∪ o1,
for the unstable manifolds of the critical points of F in C.
By Theorem 4.2 the Morse homology of the Morse-Conley-Floer quadru-
ple (F,G,C,O) is well-defined. With regards to the splitting of Equation
(10) the boundary operator ∆k = ∂k(F,G,C,O) is given by
∆k =
(
−∂αk−1 0
Φβαk−1 ∂
β
k
)
.
The map Φβα counts gradient flow lines from (x, 0) to (y, 1) with
indF (x, 0) = indF (y, 1) + 1. Theorem 4.2 gives ∆k−1 ◦ ∆k = 0, from
which we derive that Φβα∗ is a chain map
Φβαk−2 ◦ ∂αk−1 = ∂βk−1 ◦ Φβαk−1,
hence Φβα∗ descents to a map in homology Φ
βα
∗ : HM∗(Qα)→ HM∗(Qβ),
which we denote by the same symbol. The arguments in [24] can be used
now to show that the maps Ψβα∗ only depend on the ‘end points’ Qα and
Qβ , and not on the particular homotopy. It is obvious that if Qα = Qβ this
map is the identity, both on the chain and homology level. By looking at
a higher dimensional system, we establish that, if Qγ = (fγ, gγ, Nγ, oγ),
with Nγ = N is a third Morse-Conley-Floer quadruple, then the induced
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maps satisfy the functorial relation
Φγα∗ = Φ
γβ
∗ ◦ Φβα∗ ,
on homology. The argument is identical to [24], which we therefore omit.
Taking (fγ, gγ, N, oγ) = (fα, gα, N, oα), along with the observation that
Φαα = id, shows that the maps are isomorphisms. 
Let Qα,Qβ,Qγ be Morse-Conley-Floer quadruples for (S, φ) with N =
Nα = Nβ = Nγ . This gives the above defined isomorphisms:
Φβα∗ : HM∗(Qα)→ HM∗(Qβ),
Φγβ∗ : HM∗(Qβ)→ HM∗(Qγ),
Φγα∗ : HM∗(Qα)→ HM∗(Qγ).
The proof of the previous proposition shows that the following functorial
relation holds.
Theorem 4.6. It holds that Φγα∗ = Φγβ∗ ◦ Φβα∗ .
4.3. Independence of isolating blocks. In section we show that Morse
homology of a Morse-Conley-Floer quadruple is independent of the choice
of isolating block N for the isolated invariant set S.
Theorem 4.7. Let Qα = (fα, gα, Nα, oα) and Qβ = (fβ, gβ, Nβ, oβ) be
Morse-Conley-Floer quadruples for (S, φ). Then, there are canonical iso-
morphisms
Φβα∗ : HM∗(Qα)
∼=−→ HM∗(Qβ).
Proof. By assumption there exist Lyapunov functions fαφ , f
β
φ on N
α, Nβ
and Morse-Smale pairs (fα, gα) ∈ IMS(fαφ ;Nα) and (fβ, gβ) ∈
IMS(f
β
φ ;N
β) be Morse-Smale pairs. We cannot directly compare the com-
plexes as in the previous proposition, however N = Nα ∩ Nβ is an iso-
lating neighborhood. The restrictions of fαφ , f
β
φ to N are Lyapunov func-
tions. Since (fα, gα) ∈ IMS(fαφ ;Nα), there exists a smooth function
fα : M → R, and Riemannian metric gα , with Inv(ψ(fα ,gα ), Nα) ⊂ int(N),
such that
(fα, gα) ∈ IMS(fα ;Nα), and (fα , gα ) ∈ IMS(fαφ ;N).
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Similarly, there exists a smooth function fβ : M → R, and a Riemannian
metric gβ , with Inv(ψ(fβ ,gβ ), N
β) ⊂ int(N), such that
(fβ, gβ) ∈ IMS(fβ ;Nβ) and (fβ , gβ ) ∈ IMS(fβφ ;N).
This yields the following diagram of isomorphisms
HM∗(Qα)
Ψα∗
//
Φβα∗

HM∗(fα , g
α
 , N
α, oα)
=
// HM∗(fα , g
α
 , N, o
α)
Φβα,∗

HM∗(Qβ)
Ψβ∗
// HM∗(fβ , g
β
 , N
β, oβ)
=
// HM∗(fβ , g
β
 , N, o
β),
where Ψα∗ , Ψ
β
∗ and Φ
βα,
∗ are given by Theorem 4.4 and Φ
βα
∗ = (Ψ
β
∗ )
−1 ◦
Φβα,∗ ◦ Ψα∗ . The equalities in the above diagram follow from the isolation
properties of fα and f
β
 with respect to N !
Suppose we use different functions fα
′, fβ
′ and metric gα
′, gβ
′ as above.
Then, we obtain isomorphisms Ψα∗
′, Ψβ∗
′ and Φβα,′∗ , which yields the
isomorphisms Φβα′∗ = (Ψ
β
∗
′
)−1 ◦ Φβα,′∗ ◦ Ψα∗ ′ between HM∗(Qα) and
HM∗(Qβ). Define
Φα
′α
∗ = Ψ
α
∗
′ ◦ (Ψα∗ )−1 : HM∗(fα , gα , N, oα)→ HM∗(fα ′, gα ′, N, oα),
and similarly
Φβ
′β
∗ = Ψ
β
∗
′ ◦ (Ψβ∗ )−1 : HM∗(fβ , gβ , N, oβ)→ HM∗(fβ ′, gβ ′, N, oβ),
where we use the equalities HM∗(fα , g
α
 , N
α, oα) = HM∗(fα , g
α
 , N, o
α)
and HM∗(fβ , g
β
 , N
β, oβ) = HM∗(fβ , g
β
 , N, o
β). From the Morse ho-
mologies of Morse-Conley-Floer quadruples withN fixed and Theorem 4.4
we obtain the following commutative diagram:
HM∗(fα , g
α
 , N, o
α)
Φα
′α∗

Φβα,∗
// HM∗(fβ , g
β
 , N, o
β)
Φβ
′β
∗

HM∗(fα
′, gα
′, N, oα)
Φβα,
′
∗
// HM∗(fβ
′
, gβ
′
, N, oβ).
Combining the isomorphisms yields
Φβα
′
∗ = (Ψ
β
∗ )
−1 ◦ (Φβ′β∗ )−1 ◦Ψβ
′β
∗ ◦ Φβα,∗ ◦ (Ψα
′α
∗ )
−1 ◦Ψα′α∗ ◦Ψα∗ = Φβα∗ ,
which proves the independence of isolating blocks. 
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The isomorphisms in Theorem 4.7 satisfy the composition law. If we
consider Morse-Smale quadruples Qα,Qβ,Qγ , we find isomorphisms:
Φβα∗ : HM∗(Qα)→ HM∗(Qβ),
Φγβ∗ : HM∗(Qβ)→ HM∗(Qγ),
Φγα∗ : HM∗(Qα)→ HM∗(Qγ).
Theorem 4.8. The composition law holds: Φγα∗ = Φγβ∗ ◦ Φβα∗ .
Proof. The intersection N = Nα ∩Nβ ∩Nγ is an isolating neighborhood.
Proceeding as in the proof of the previous theorem, and using Theorem 4.6
on the isolating neighborhood N , shows that the composition law holds.

5. MORSE-CONLEY-FLOER HOMOLOGY
Theorem 4.8 implies that the Morse homology HM∗(Qα) is an inverse
system with respect to the canonical isomorphisms
Φβα∗ : HM∗(Qα)
∼=−→ HM∗(Qβ).
This leads to the following definition.
Definition 5.1. Let S be an isolated invariant set for φ. The Morse-Conley-
Floer homology of (S, φ) is defined by
HI∗(S, φ) := lim←−HM∗(Q) (11)
with respect to Morse-Conley-Floer quadruples Q for (S, φ) and the asso-
ciated canonical isomorphisms.
Proposition 5.2. Suppose N is an isolating neighborhood with S =
Inv(N, φ) = ∅, then HI∗(S, φ) = 0.
Proof. Let fφ be a Lyapunov function for S on N . Since Crit fφ ∩ N ⊂
S by Lemma 3.1, we have that fφ has no critical points in N and fφ is
automatically Morse-Smale on N . It follows that HM∗(fφ, g, o, N) = 0,
for any metric g, and therefore it follows that HI∗(S, φ) = 0. 
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Local continuation gives invariance of the Morse-Conley-Floer homol-
ogy with respect to nearby flows. Consider a family of flows φλ, with
λ ∈ [0, 1], and the denote the flow at λ = 0 by φα and the flow at λ = 1 by
φβ .
Proposition 5.3. Let N ⊂ M be compact, and let φλ a smooth family of
flows as described above such that N is an isolating neighborhood for φλ
for all λ ∈ [0, 1], i.e. Sλ = Inv(N, φλ) ⊂ int(N). Set Sα = Inv(N, φα)
and Sβ = Inv(N, φβ). Then there exists isomorphisms
HI∗(Sα, φα) ∼= HI∗(Sβ, φβ).
Proof. The first step in the proof is to construct a homotopy of Lyapunov
functions. As before we take µ ∈ S1 ∼= R/2Z and set λ = ω(µ), where ω is
defined in Section 4.2. Define the product flow Φ : R×M ×S1 →M ×S1
by Φ(t, x, µ) = (φω(µ)(t, x), µ). By assumption N × S1 is an isolating
neighborhood for Φ, and hence contains an isolating blockB ⊂ N×S1 with
Inv(B,Φ) =
⋃
µ∈[0,1] Sω(µ). By Proposition 2.6 there exists a Lyapunov
function FΦ : M × S1 → R for the flow Φ with Lyapunov property respect
to B. The fibers Bµ = {x ∈ M | (x, µ) ∈ B} are isolating neighborhoods
for the flows φω(µ) and the functions f
µ
φω(µ)
(x) = FΦ(x, µ) are Lyapunov
functions for φω(µ) on Bµ. Denote the Lyapunov functions at µ = 0, 1 by
fαφα and f
β
φβ
respectively and set Bα = B0 and Bβ = B1. We have now
established a homotopy of Lyapunov functions fµφω(µ) .
Choose a metric g on M . Since by Corollary 3.12, IMS(fαφα ;B
α) 6= ∅
and IMS(f
β
φβ
;Bβ) 6= ∅, then there exist Morse-Smale pairs (fα, gα)
and (fβ, gβ) on Bα and Bβ respectively. The associated homotopies are
(fαλ , g
α
λ ) between (f
α, gα) and (fαφα , g), and similarly (f
β
λ , g
β
λ) between
(fβ, gβ) and (fβ
φβ
, g). Define the homotopy
fλ =

fα3λ for λ ∈ [0, 13 ],
f 3λ−1φω(3λ−1) for λ ∈ [13 , 23 ],
fβ3−3λ for λ ∈ [23 , 1],
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which is a piecewise smooth homotopy between fα and fβ and similarly
gλ =

gα3λ for λ ∈ [0, 13 ],
g for λ ∈ [1
3
, 2
3
],
gβ3−3λ for λ ∈ [23 , 1].
Furthermore we have the isolating neighborhood,
Nλ =

Bα for λ ∈ [0, 1
3
],
B3λ−1 for λ ∈ [13 , 23 ],
Bβ for λ ∈ [2
3
, 1].
As before we tacitly assume a reparametrization of the variable λ to make
the above homotopies smooth. We denote the negative gradient flows
of the homotopy (fλ, gλ) by ψλ(fλ,gλ) and by assumption and construction
(cf. Lemma 3.3) Inv(Nλ, ψλ(fλ,gλ)) ⊂ int(Nλ).
Take µ ∈ S1 ∼= R/2Z and set λ = ω(µ), where ω is defined in Section
4.2 and consider the negative gradient flow Ψ×κ : R×M × S1 → M × S1,
given by the function F (x, µ) = fω(µ)(x) + r
[
1 + cos(piµ)
]
and product
metric G×(x,µ) = (gω(µ))x ⊕ 1κdµ2. For r large and κ small, and a small
perturbation G of the metric G× we obtain a Morse-Smale pair (F,G) on
C = {(x, µ) : x ∈ Nω(µ)}. We can now repeat the proof of Theorem 4.4
to conclude isomorphisms
HM∗(Qα) ∼= HM∗(Qβ).
If in the above construction we choose different Morse-Conley-Floer
quadruples Qα′ and Qβ ′ we obtain the commutative square of canonical
isomorphisms
HM∗(Qα)
∼=

∼=
// HM∗(Qα′)
∼=

HM∗(Qβ)
∼=
// HM∗(Qβ ′),
which shows that Morse-Conley-Floer homologies are isomorphic. 
The Morse-Conley-Floer homology is invariant under global deforma-
tions if the flows are related by continuation. This property allows for the
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computation of the index in highly non-linear situations, by continuing the
flow to a flow that is better understood.
Definition 5.4. Isolated invariant sets Sα, Sβ for the flows φα and φβ re-
spectively, are said to related by continuation if there exists a smooth ho-
motopy φλ of flows, and a partition λi of [0, 1], i.e.
0 = λ0 < λ1 < . . . < λn = 1,
along with compact sets Nα = N0, . . . , Nn−1 = Nβ , such that Ni are
isolating neighborhoods for all flows φλ, for all λi ≤ λ ≤ λi+1, and
Inv(Ni−1, φλi) = Inv(Ni, φλi), Inv(N
α, φα) = Sα, and Inv(Nβ, φβ) = Sβ .
Composing the isomorphisms yields a global continuation theorem.
Theorem 5.5. Let (Sα, φα) and (Sβ, φβ) be related by continuation. Then
there exists canonical isomorphisms
HI∗(Sα, φα) ∼= HI∗(Sβ, φβ).
6. MORSE DECOMPOSITIONS AND CONNECTION MATRICES
If the dynamics restricted to an isolated invariant set S is not recurrent a
decomposition extracting gradient dynamics exists and leads to the concept
of Morse decomposition, which generalizes the attractor-repeller pair.
Definition 6.1. Let S = Inv(N, φ) be an isolated invariant set. A fam-
ily S = {Si}i∈I , indexed by a finite poset (I,≤), consisting of non-empty,
compact, pairwise disjoint, invariant subsets Si ⊂ S, is a Morse decompo-
sition for S if, for every x ∈ S \ (⋃i∈I Si), there exists i < j such that
α(x) ⊂ Sj and ω(x) ⊂ Si.
The sets Si ⊂ S are called Morse sets. The set of all Morse decompositions
of S under φ is denoted by MD(S, φ).
Let B ⊂ N be an isolating block for S. In the proof of Proposition 2.6
we constructed a flow φ† : R×B† → B† as an extension of φ, whereB† is a
compact submanifold with piecewise smooth boundary. Recall the attractor
AV and the repeller A∗U . From the duals we have S = AU ∩ A∗V , cf. Figure
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B†
S
A
R
AV
AV
W u(A, φ†)
FIGURE 6. The Morse decomposition of B†, given in
Lemma 6.2. In Figure 3 the sets AU and A∗V are depicted.
3. Now consider an attractor A in S, and its dual repeller R = A|∗S in S.
Because A,R are isolated invariant sets in S, and S is isolated invariant
in B†, A,R are also isolated invariant on B† for the flow φ†, see [7]. By
a similar reasoning A, and R are also isolated invariant sets on M for the
flow φ. The above situation is sketched in Figure 6.
Lemma 6.2 (cf. [13, 14]). The isolated invariant setB† has a natural Morse
decomposition AV < S < A∗U . The invariant set
AVA = AV ∪W u(A, φ†) ⊂ AU = AV ∪W u(S, φ†),
is an attractor in AU and therefore an attractor in B†.
Proof. From the proof of Proposition 2.6 it follows that AV < S is an
attractor-repeller in AU . The set R is a repeller in S and therefore is a
repeller in AU . This provides the Morse decomposition
AV < A < R,
for AU . From this we derive that AVA < R, with
AVA = AV ∪W u(A, φ†),
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is an attractor-repeller pair in AU and AVA is an attractor in AU and thus
AVA is an attractor in B†, which proves the lemma. 
For a given isolated invariant sets S, with isolating block B, Lemma 6.2
yields the following filtration of attractors in B† of the extended flow φ†:
∅ ⊂ AV ⊂ AVA ⊂ AU ⊂ B†.
The associated Morse decomposition of B† is given by
AV < A < R < A
∗
U ,
indeed,
A∗V ∩ AVA = AV |∗AV A = A, and AVA∗ ∩ AU = AVA|∗AU = R.
From the proof of Proposition 2.6 we have the Lyapunov functions
fAV , fAV A, and fAU .
Consider the positive linear combination
f φ† = λfAV + µfAU + fAV A
which is constant on the Morse sets AV , A, R and A∗U and decreases along
orbits of φ†. The values at the Morse sets are: f 
φ†|AV = 0, f φ†|A = λ,
f 
φ†|R = λ +  and f φ†|A∗U = λ + µ + . The function f φ† is also Lyapunov
function for (A ∪ R, φ), because it satisfies the Lyapunov property on a
suitable chosen isolating neighborhood of A ∪ R for the flow φ, which we
therefore denote by f φ. Moreover, f

φ is an -perturbation of h
0
 = λfAV +
µfAU ∈ Lyap(S, φ).
Lemma 6.3. Let S be an isolated invariant set and let A ⊂ S be an attrac-
tor in S. Then,
Pt(A, φ) + Pt(R, φ) = Pt(S, φ) + (1 + t)Qt, (12)
where Pt(A, φ), Pt(R, φ) and Pt(S, φ) are the Poincare´ polynomials of the
associated Morse-Conley-Floer homologies, and Qt is a polynomial with
non-negative coefficients.
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Proof. Let g be a Riemannian metric onM and let f φ be the Lyapunov func-
tion for the attractor-repeller pair (A,R) as described above. By Proposition
3.9 there exists -C2 close perturbation f of f φ, such that (f, g) is a Morse-
Smale pair on B. Then, if  > 0 is sufficiently small, f is also a small
perturbation of f 0φ! The next step is to consider the algebra provided by
f . The latter implies that HM∗(f, g, B, o) ∼= HI∗(S, φ), where the chain
complex for f is given by
∂Sk : Ck(S)→ Ck−1(S),
with ∂Sk = ∂k(f, g, B, o) and Ck(S) = Ck(f,B), and H∗
(
C∗(S), ∂S∗
)
=
HM∗(f, g, B, o).
Let BA and BR be a isolating blocks for A and R respectively, then the
Morse-Conley-Floer homologies of A and R are defined by restricting the
count of the critical points and connecting orbits of f to BA and BR. We
obtain the chain complexes:
∂Ak : Ck(A)→ Ck−1(A), and ∂Rk : Ck(R)→ Ck−1(R),
with ∂Ak = ∂k(f, g, BA, o) and Ck(A) = Ck(f,BA) and similarly ∂
R
k =
∂k(f, g, BR, o) and Ck(R) = Ck(f,BR). The homologies satisfy:
H∗
(
C∗(A), ∂A∗
)
= HM∗(f, g, BA, o) ∼= HI∗(A, φ);
H∗
(
C∗(R), ∂R∗
)
= HM∗(f, g, BR, o) ∼= HI∗(R, φ).
Because of the properties of f we see that Ck(S) = Ck(A) ⊕ Ck(R). The
gradient system defined by f only allows connections from R to A and not
vice versa, and therefore for the negative g-gradient flow ψ(f,g) defined by
(f, g), the sets
A(f,g) = Inv(BA, ψ(f,g)) < R(f,g) = Inv(BR, ψ(f,g))
is a Morse decomposition for S(f,g) = Inv(B,ψ(f,g)). This Morse decom-
position provides additional information about the boundary operator ∂S∗ :
∂Sk =
(
∂Ak δk
0 ∂Rk
)
: Ck(A)⊕ Ck(R)→ Ck−1(A)⊕ Ck−1(R),
where δk : Ck(R) → Ck−1(A) counts connections from R(f,g) to A(f,g)
under ψ. For the sub-complexes
(
C∗(A), ∂A∗
)
and
(
C∗(R), ∂R∗
)
provide
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natural inclusions and projections
ik : Ck(A)→ Ck(S) = Ck(A)⊕ Ck(R), a 7→ (a, 0),
and
jk : Ck(S) = Ck(A)⊕ Ck(R)→ Ck(R), (a, r) 7→ r.
The maps i∗ and j∗ are chain maps. Indeed, for a ∈ Ck(A), and r ∈ Ck(R),
we have
ik−1∂Ak (a) = (0, ∂
A
k a) = ∂
S
k (0, a) = ∂
S
k ik(a),
and
jk−1∂Sk (a, r) = jk−1(∂
A
k a+ δkr, ∂
R
k r) = ∂
R
k r = ∂
R
k jk(a, r).
This implies that the induced homomorphisms i∗k : Hk
(
C∗(A)
) →
Hk−1
(
C∗(A)
)
and j∗k : Hk
(
C∗(R)
)→ Hk−1(C∗(R)) are well-defined. The
maps i∗ and j∗ define the following short exact sequence
0→ Ck(A) ik−→ Ck(S) jk−→ Ck(R)→ 0. (13)
Since i∗ and j∗ are chain maps, this is actually a short exact sequence of
chain maps, and by the snake lemma we obtain the following long exact
sequence in homology:12
· · · δk+1−−→ Hk(A) ik−→ Hk
(
S
) jk−→ Hk(R) δk−→ Hk−1(A) ik−1−−→ · · ·
We recall that the connecting homomorphisms Hk
(
R
) δk−→ Hk−1(A) are es-
tablished as follows. Let r ∈ ker ∂Rk , then
[
(i−1k ◦∂Sk ◦j−1k )(r)
] ∈ Hk−1(A).
Indeed, j−1k (r) =
(
Ck(A), r
)
and ∂Sk
(
j−1k (r)
)
=
(
∂Ak Ck(A) + δkr, ∂
R
k r
)
=(
∂Ak Ck(A) + δkr, 0
)
. Furthermore, i−1k
(
∂Sk
(
j−1k (r)
))
= ∂Ak Ck(A) + δkr =
δkr + im ∂
A
k ∈ ker ∂Ak−1, since ∂Ak−1δkr = −δk−1∂Rk r = 0. The class
of i−1k
(
∂Sk
(
j−1k (r)
))
is a homology class in Hk−1
(
R
)
and the we write
[δkr] = δk[r].
Since B is compact the chain complexes involved are all finite dimen-
sional and terminate at k = −1 and k = dimM + 1 and therefore the
Poincare´ polynomials are well-defined. The Poincare´ polynomials satisfy
Pt
(
H∗
(
A
))
+ Pt
(
H∗
(
R
))− Pt(H∗(S)) = (1 + t)Qt,
12The homologies are abbreviated as follows: Hk(A) = Hk
(
C∗(A), ∂A∗
)
, Hk(R) =
Hk
(
C∗(R), ∂R∗
)
and Hk
(
S
)
= Hk
(
C∗(S), ∂S∗
)
.
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where Qt =
∑
k∈Z(rank δk)t
k, which completes the proof. 
By definition ∂A∗ and ∂
R
∗ are zero maps on homology and therefore in-
duced maps on homology give rise to a map
∆k =
(
0 δk
0 0
)
: Hk(A)⊕Hk
(
R
)→ Hk−1(A)⊕Hk−1(R).
Define ∆ =
⊕
k∈Z ∆k and
∆ :
⊕
k∈Z
(
Hk(A)⊕Hk
(
R
))→⊕
k∈Z
(
Hk(A)⊕Hk
(
R
))
,
with the property ∆2 = 0 and is called the connection matrix for the
attractor-repeller pair (A,R). The above defined complex is a chain com-
plex and the associated homology is isomorphic to H∗
(
S
)
, see [17].
For a given Morse decomposition S = {Si}i∈I of S the Morse sets Si
are again isolated invariant sets and therefore their Morse-Conley-Floer ho-
mology HI∗(Si, φ) is well-defined. The associated Poincare´ polynomials
satisfy the Morse-Conley relations.
Theorem 6.4. Let S = {Si}i∈I be a Morse decomposition for an isolated
invariant set S. Then,∑
i∈I
Pt(Si, φ) = Pt(S, φ) + (1 + t)Qt, (14)
where Pt(S, φ) is the Poincare´ polynomial of HI∗(S, φ), and Qt is a matrix
with non-negative coefficients. These relations are called the Morse-Conley
relations and generalize the classical Morse relations for gradient flows.
Proof. The Morse decomposition S is equivalent to a lattice of attractors A,
see [13]. We choose a chain
A0 = ∅ ⊂ A1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ An = S
in A, such that Si = Ai ∩ A∗i−1 = Ai−1|∗Ai . Each attractor Ai ⊂ S is
an isolated invariant set for φ in B (see [7]) and for each Ai we have the
attractor-repeller pair Ai−1 < Ai−1|∗Ai = Si. From Lemma 6.3 we derive
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the attractor-repeller pair Morse-Conley relations for each attractor-repeller
pair (Ai−1, Si) in Ai:
Pt(Ai−1, φ) + Pt(Si, φ)− Pt(Ai, φ) = (1 + t)Qit.
Summing i from i = 1 through to i = n we obtain the Morse-Conley
relations (14), which proves the theorem. 
Remark 6.5. In the proof of the Morse relations we use an extension of
a Morse decomposition to a totally ordered Morse decomposition, which
yields a connection matrix. If more refined Morse decompositions are used
other connections may be obtained. This information is contained in the Qt
term of the Morse relations.
7. RELATIVE HOMOLOGY OF BLOCKS
An important property of Morse-Conley-Floer homology is that it can be
computed in terms of singular relative homology of a topological pair of a
defining blocks as pointed out in Property (vi) in Section 1.
Theorem 7.1. Let S be an isolating neighborhood for φ an let B be an
isolating block for S. Then
HI∗(S, φ) ∼= H∗(B,B−;Z), ∀k ∈ Z, (15)
where B− = {x ∈ ∂B | X(x) is outward pointing} and is called the ‘exit
set’.
Note that in the case that φ is the gradient flow of a Morse function,
then Theorem 7.1 recovers the results of Morse homology. Theorem 7.1
also justifies the terminology Morse-Conley-Floer homology, since the con-
struction uses Morse/Floer homology and recovers the classical homologi-
cal Conley index. The following lemma states that one can choose a metric
g such for any Lyapunov function fφ the boundary behavior of −∇gfφ co-
incides with X .
Recall Definition 2.1 of an isolating block B. Because B is a manifold
with piecewise smooth boundary, we need to be careful when we speak of
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the boundary behavior of B. We say h+ : M → R defines the boundary
B+ if
Xh+|B+ > 0, dh+|B+ 6= 0, and h+|B\B+ > 0.
Analogously we say that h− : M → R defines the boundary B− if
Xh−|B− < 0, dh−|B− 6= 0, and h−|B\B− > 0.
Lemma 7.2. Let fφ : M → R be a smooth Lyapunov function for (S, φ)
with the Lyapunov property with respect to an isolating block B (cf. Propo-
sition 2.6). Then there exists a metric g on M which satisfies the property:
(−∇gfφ)h− < 0 for all x ∈ B− and (−∇gfφ)h+ > 0 for all x ∈ B+.
Proof. Since X 6= 0 on ∂B, there exists an open U containing ∂B, such
that X 6= 0, and Xfφ < 0 on U . The span of X defines an one dimensional
vector subbundle E of the tangent bundle TM |U over U . There is a com-
plementary subbundle E⊥ ⊂ TM |U such that TM |U ∼= E ⊕ E⊥. Define
the inner product eE on E by eE(X,X) = 1, and let eE⊥ be any inner prod-
uct on E⊥. Declaring that E and E⊥ are orthogonal defines a metric e on
TM |U . Clearly e(−∇efφ, X) = −Xfφ, and therefore
−∇efφ = (−Xfφ)X + Y, with Y ∈ E⊥.
Since −Xfφ > 0 on U , we can rescale the metric e to g = (−Xfφ)eE +
1

eE⊥ , for some  > 0. It follows that −∇gfφ = X + Y . For the boundary
defining functions h± we find
(−∇gfφ)h± = Xh± + Y h±.
Because ∂B is compact there exists a uniform bound |Y (h±)(x)| ≤ C for
all x ∈ ∂B independent of . For  > 0 sufficiently small the sign of
(−∇gfφ)h± agrees with the sign of Xh± on ∂B±. Via a standard partition
of unity argument we extend the metric g to M , without altering it on ∂B,
which gives a metric with the desired properties. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. By Lemma 7.2 we can choose a Riemannian met-
ric g such that −∇gfφ has the same boundary behavior as the vector field
X . Using Proposition 3.9 we have a small C2-perturbation f of fφ such
that (f, g) ∈ IMS(fφ;B), via a constant homotopy in g. Since f is suf-
ficiently close to fφ the boundary behavior of −∇gf does not change!
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From the definition of the Morse-Conley-Floer homology we have that, for
Q = (f, g, B, o),
HI∗(S, φ) ∼= HM∗(Q).
It remains to compute the Morse homology of the Morse-Conley-Floer
quadrupleQ. Relating the Morse homology to the topological pair (B,B−)
is the same as in the case when B = M , which is described in [4] and [21].
The arguments can be followed verbatim and therefore we only provide a
sketch of the proof.
The first part of the of the proof starts with the boundary operator ∂∗(Q).
The latter can be related to the boundary operator in relative singular ho-
mology. Since the negative g-gradient flow ψ(f,g) is Morse-Smale all criti-
cal points x ∈ Crit(f) ∩ B are isolated invariant sets for ψ(f,g). Let Bx be
an isolating block for S = {x}. From standard Morse theory and Wazeski’s
principle it follows that
Hk(B
x, Bx−;Z) ∼= Ck(f,Bx) ∼= Z, for k = ind(x),
andHk(Bx, Bx−;Z) = 0 for k 6= ind(x). For critical points y, x ∈ Crit(f)∩
B, with ind(x) = ind(y) + 1 = k we define the set
S(x, y) = WB(x, y) ∪ {x, y},
which is an isolated invariant set with isolating neighborhood N . Let c be
such that f(y) < c < f(x). For T > 0 sufficiently large, and  > 0
sufficiently small, define the isolating block
Bx =
{
z ∈ N |ψ(f,g)(−t, z) ∈ N, f(ψ(f,g)(−t, z)) ≤ f(x) + ,
∀ 0 ≤ t ≤ T, f(z) ≥ c},
for {x}, and the isolating block
By =
{
z ∈ N |ψ(f,g)(t, z) ∈ N, f(ψ(f,g)(t, z)) ≥ f(y)− ,
∀ 0 ≤ t ≤ T, f(z) ≤ c},
for {y}. The exit sets are
Bx− = {z ∈ Bx | f(z) = c},
By− = {z ∈ By | f(ψ(f,g)(T, z)) = f(y)− }.
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Define the setsBx,y2 = B
x∪By, Bx,y1 = By∪Bx−, andBx,y0 = By−∪cl(Bx−\
Bx). The set Bx,y2 is an isolating block for S(x, y), the set cl(B
x,y
2 \ Bx,y1 )
is an isolating block for {x}, and the set cl(Bx,y1 \ Bx,y0 ) is an isolating
block for {y}. Via the triple Bx,y0 ⊂ Bx,y1 ⊂ Bx,y2 we define the operator
∆k : Hk(B
x,y
2 , B
x,y
1 )→ Hk−1(Bx,y1 , Bx,y0 ) by the commutative diagram
H∗(By, B
y
−)
∼=

∆k
// H∗(Bx, Bx−)
∼=

H∗(B
x,y
2 , B
x,y
1 )
δk
// H∗(B
x,y
1 , B
x,y
0 ).
The vertical maps express the homotopy invariance of the Conley index,
and the horizontal map is the connecting homomorphism in the long exact
sequence of the triple. The homomorphism ∆∗ can be defined on C∗(f,B)
directly and the analysis in [4] and [21] shows that ∆∗ = ∂∗(Q), which that
yields that orbit counting can be expressed in terms of algebraic topology.
The next step to the apply this to the isolated invariant set S(f,g). Follow-
ing the proofs in [4] and [21] we construct a special Morse decomposition
of S(f,g). Let
Sk,` =
⋃{
WB(y, x) | k ≤ ind(x) ≤ ind(y) ≤ `
}
,
and since ψ(f,g) is Morse-Smale, these sets are compact isolated invariant
sets contained in S(f,g), with Sk,` = ∅ for k < `. The sets {Sk,k} form a
Morse decomposition of S(f,g) via Sk,k ≤ S`,` if and only if k ≤ `. This
yields a filtration of blocks Bk
B− ⊂ B0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Bm−1 ⊂ Bm = B,
such that Inv
(
B` \Bk−1
)
= S`,k. We now use a modification of arguments
in [4] and [21].
As before Hk(Bk, Bk−1) ∼= Ck(f,B) and H`(Bk, Bk−1) = 0 for ` 6= k.
Consider the triple B− ⊂ Bk−1 ⊂ Bk and the associated homology long
exact sequence
→ H`+1(Bk, Bk−1)→ H`(Bk−1, B−)→ H`(Bk, B−)→ H`(Bk, Bk−1)→ .
For ` 6= k − 1, k the sequence reduces to
0→ H`(Bk−1, B−)→ H`(Bk, B−)→ 0,
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which shows that H`(Bk−1, B−) ∼= H`(Bk, B−) for ` 6= k − 1, k. By a
left and right induction argument we obtain that H`(Bk, B−) = 0 for all
` > k and H`(Bk, B−) ∼= H`(B,B−) for all ` < k. If we also use the
homology long exact sequences for the triples B− ⊂ Bk−2 ⊂ Bk−1 and
Bk−2 ⊂ Bk−1 ⊂ Bk we obtain the commuting diagram
0

0 // Hk(Bk, B−) // Hk(Bk, Bk−1)
δk
//
δ′k
))
Hk−1(Bk, B−)

Hk−1(Bk−1, Bk−2).
The following information can be deduced from the diagram. The
vertical exact sequence we derive that the map Hk−1(Bk, B−) →
Hk−1(Bk−1, Bk−2) is injective and thus from the commuting triangle we
conclude that ker δk = ker δ′k ∼= ker ∂k. From the horizontal exact sequence
we obtain that Hk(Bk, B−) ∼= ker δk ∼= ker ∂k. From these isomorphisms
we obtain the following commuting diagram of short exact sequences:
Hk+1(Bk+1, Bk)
∼=

δk+1
// Hk(Bk, B−)
∼=

∼=
// Hk(Bk+1, B−)
∼=

// 0
Ck+1(f,B)
∂k+1
// ker ∂k
∼=
// Hk(B,B−) // 0,
where we use long exact sequence of the triple B− ⊂ Bk ⊂ Bk+1 and
the fact that Hk(Bk+1, Bk) = 0. The diagram implies that HIk(S, φ) ∼=
ker ∂k/ im ∂k+1 ∼= Hk(B,B−), which completes the proof. 
Remark 7.3. Theorem 7.1 relates Morse-Conley-Floer homology to the
singular homology of a pair (B,B−). The proof uses the fact that Morse-
Conley-Floer homology is well-defined as the Morse homology of a Morse-
Conley-Floer quadruple. In fact one proves that Morse-Conley-Floer ho-
mology is isomorphic to Morse homology of manifold pairs as developed
in [22]. To be more precise let B ⊂ D and D is a manifold with boundary
∂D = D+. Let E ⊂ D be a manifold pair such that B = cl(D \ E) and
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B− = B ∩ E. In order to define HM∗(D,E) we consider Morse-Smale
pairs (f, g) with −∇gf inward pointing on ∂D = D+ and ‘pointing into’
E on ∂E. Then HI∗(S, φ) ∼= HM∗(D,E) ∼= H∗(D,E) ∼= H∗(B,B−). It
is worthwhile to develop Morse homologies for blocks (B,B−).
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